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We report accurate Brownian simulation results for the kinetics of the pseudo-first-order
diffusion-influenced excited-state reversible transfer reaction A*+B�C*+D with two different
lifetimes using two different propagation algorithms. The results are used to test approximate
solutions for this many-particle problem. Available theories fail when one of the two reactions or
�decay� rate constants is large. To remedy this situation, we develop two uniform approximations,
which are based on introducing a generalized Smoluchowski term into the relaxation-time
approximation. The best of these is the extended unified theory of reversible target reactions,
which reduces correctly in all limits and exhibits superior agreement with simulations.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.1948369�

I. INTRODUCTION

The exact formulation of bimolecular chemical kinetics
in solution is a difficult problem, in which many-body as-
pects intermingle with diffusional transport.1,2 The most fun-
damental theory in this field is that of Smoluchowski,3 for
the irreversible A+B→C reaction. The treatment, when lim-
ited to the pseudounimolecular ��B�� �A�� “target” problem
�immobile A and C� is exact.4,5 The Smoluchowski theory
has traditionally been applied to fluorescence quenching,
where A is an excited molecule and the B’s are diffusing
quenchers.6–9 Proton exchange reactions recently provided
additional and convincing examples for the validity of the
Smoluchowski theory.10–12 Thus simple chemical kinetics are
insufficient for an accurate description of fast chemical reac-
tions.

For the last 25 years, extensive effort was made to ex-
tend the fundamental Smoluchowski theory to reversible
reactions.2 Here, the basic A+B→C reaction generalizes
into two types of reactions,

A + B � C , �1.1a�

A + B � C + D . �1.1b�

The first �the “ABC reaction”� is an association-dissociation
reaction, whereas the second �the “ABCD reaction”� symbol-
izes exchange of atoms, molecular fragments, electrons, or
excitation. It is, in fact, a generalization of the ABC reaction
and reduces to it when D diffuses infinitely fast.13

Both reactions are further complicated when they occur
in an excited state �ES�, particularly the excited-state ABCD
�ES-ABCD� reaction system that we consider in this paper,

A* + B �
�r

�f

C* + D .

↓ kA ↓ kC

A C

�1.2�

Here � f and �r are the forward and backward intrinsic rate
constants, respectively. We assume that the reactions in both
directions occur at the same contact distance R. kA and kC are
the unimolecular decay rate constants of A* and C*, respec-
tively, to their ground-state �GS�. The time-dependent kinet-
ics depends delicately on their difference,

�k � kC − kA. �1.3�

This reaction is more general than all of the previously con-
sidered reactions. For example, it reduces to the ES-ABC
reaction, A*+B�C*, when D diffuses infinitely fast, and to
the irreversible “quenching” reaction, A*+B→C, when
�r=0 �the Smoluchowski limit�. Experimentally, many-body
effects on reversible reactions have thus far been considered
only for the ES-ABC reaction, the example being ES proton
transfer from a photoacid to the solvent.14–16

The reversible problem is difficult even in the
pseudounimolecular limit �PL�, when �B�� �A� and
�D�� �C�. It simplifies if, in addition, A and C are static,
namely, in the pseudounimolecular target limit �PTL�. Yet,
even in this limit no exact solution exists. Systematic ap-
proximations, such as the “superposition approximation,”17,18
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break down in certain limits. The best systematic approxima-
tion appears to be the relaxation-time approximation �RTA�
of Gopich and Szabo.19 It allows for different diffusivities
and different concentrations �i.e., it goes beyond the PTL�,
but it breaks down near the irreversible limit, when starting
from A*+B for either �r→0 or kC→�, and thus does not
reduce to the Smoluchowski result in the PTL.

Interestingly, a class of solutions exists that converge
uniformly in all known limits: the irreversible limit, the ki-
netic limit �when diffusivities are infinite�, small concentra-
tions �“geminate limit”� as well as large concentrations, and
short as well as long times. Common to these “uniform ap-
proximations” is the introduction of at least one
Smoluchowski-type term in the Laplace-transformed kernel
�see below�. A useful approach to obtain such an approxima-
tion, which we adopt below, is to start with the RTA and
replace some of its terms accordingly.19,20

Known uniform approximations for the ABC and ABCD
reactions in their GS and ES are summarized in Table I. The
first such approximation for the GS-ABC reaction, the mul-
tiparticle kernel 1 �MPK1�ABC�� theory, was suggested by
Sung and Lee.21 Two generalizations of MPK1�ABC� to the
GS-ABCD reaction were suggested by Popov and Agmon.
The first is a superposition of two MPK1�ABC� solutions, and
hence termed the generalized MPK1 �GMPK1�.13 In the sec-
ond approach,22,23 a generalized Smoluchowski theory �GST�
was first formulated for the reversible ABCD reaction. It be-
comes exact in the short-time limit. Consequently, it was
combined at long-times with an effective geminate solution,
to yield the unified reversible theory for the unified revers-
ible target �URT� problem.22,23 Both GMPK1 and URT re-
duce to MPK1�ABC� when D diffuses infinitely fast.

For the ES-ABC reaction in the PTL, Popov et al.20 ob-
tained the unified Smoluchowski approximation �USA� by
replacing two terms in the RTA by generalized Smolu-
chowski terms. This solution correctly reduces to MPK1
when kA=kC and to the Smoluchowski solution when
kC→� �or �r→0�. To complete the tetralogy in Table I, it
remains to solve the ES-ABCD reaction. Following Ref. 20,
we first solve the RTA for the ES-ABCD problem in the PL.
For the PTL, we suggest two ways of introducing GST terms
into the RTA solution, to obtain the generalized USA
�GUSA� and the extended URT �EURT�.

To test the new theories, we develop a simulation meth-
odology for the ES-ABCD reaction in the PTL. Some time
ago, Edelstein and Agmon proposed an efficient Brownian

dynamics �BD� algorithm for the one-dimensional GS-ABC
reaction utilizing the exact Green function for the geminate
pair.24,25 The extension into three dimensions required sev-
eral numerical “tricks” to speed up the convergence.26 The
methodology was subsequently extended to the ES-ABC re-
action in Ref. 27, and to the GS-ABCD reaction in Ref. 13.
For the ES-ABCD reaction, we propose two BD simulation
algorithms based on the exact Green functions for the AB or
CD geminate pairs in either the GS or the ES �see Refs. 28
and 29, respectively�.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we de-
scribe theoretical approaches to the ES-ABCD reaction. We
start from general considerations, then summarize the simple
chemical kinetic approach. The RTA for the ES-ABCD reac-
tion is solved in the PL and PTL. In Sec. III we formulate the
GUSA and EURT, comparing with earlier, nonuniform ap-
proximations. The numerical algorithms for the BD simula-
tions are described in Sec. IV. Comparison of various theo-
ries with simulations is presented in Sec. V followed by
concluding remarks in Sec. VI.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. General formulation

We consider the ES-ABCD reaction in Eq. �1.2� in the
PL, where the concentrations of B and D are very large as
compared with those of A* and C*. Thus �B��cB and
�D��cD are constants, whereas �A*��t��a�t� and
�C*��t��c�t� vary with time �t�. Because we do not follow
the GS concentrations, the asterisk is dropped in a�t� and
c�t�. Initially a�0��a0 and c�0��c0.

The particles diffuse with the corresponding diffusion
constants DA*, DB, DC*, and DD. Normally, diffusion con-
stants are not expected to change due to electronic excitation,
so that DA* �DA and DC* �DC. The relative diffusion con-
stants in the forward and reverse directions are thus

Df � DAB = DA + DB, �2.1a�

Dr � DCD = DC + DD. �2.1b�

In the PTL DA=DC=0, so that DAB=DB and DCD=DD.
We assume that reaction between A* and B �or C* and D�

can occur only upon collision, at the �same� contact distance
R. This assumption has physical basis when the ABCD
reaction corresponds to group or atom transfer �e.g.,
AX+B�A+XB�, but for electron or excitation transfer,
which may occur at a distance, this is an �possibly crude�
approximation.

It is convenient to begin20 with the formally exact30 con-
volution relations for the ES reversible kinetics,

da�t�
dt

= �rcD�
0

t

d���t − ��c��� − � fcB�
0

t

d���t − ��a���

− kAa�t� , �2.2a�

TABLE I. Uniform approximations for the four basic reactions in the PTL.
The arrows point from the more general problem to its special case.

ABCD ABC

ES GUSA, EURT ⇒ USAa

⇓ ⇓ ⇓
GS GMPK1,b URTc ⇒ MPK1d

aReference 20.
bReference 13.
cReferences 22 and 23.
dReference 21.
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dc�t�
dt

= � fcB�
0

t

d���t − ��a��� − �rcD�
0

t

d���t − ��c���

− kCc�t� , �2.2b�

where ��t� is a memory kernel which accounts for the his-
tory of the repeated interactions in the reversible reaction. It
is identical for both forward and reverse directions. The ex-
act form of this kernel is, of course, not known. The goal of
our work is to find the “best” approximation to it, in the
sense that the error is bound in all limits. We term this a
uniform approximation.

These integrodifferential equations are conveniently
solved by the Laplace-transform method, where

f̂�s�=�0
�f�t�exp�−st�dt. In Laplace space, Eqs. �2.2� become

sAâ�s� − a0 = �r�̂�s�cDĉ�s� − � f�̂�s�cBâ�s� , �2.3a�

sCĉ�s� − c0 = � f�̂�s�cBâ�s� − �r�̂�s�cDĉ�s� , �2.3b�

where, for brevity, we have defined

sA � s + kA, sC � s + kC. �2.4�

We now introduce the “diffusion factor function” �DFF�,

F�s� � �̂�s�−1, �2.5�

which contains the effect of �many-particle� diffusion on the
reaction. By substitution, we obtain

â�s� =
�sCF�s� + �rcD�a0 + �rcDc0

sAsCF�s� + sC� fcB + sA�rcD
. �2.6�

Subsequently, ĉ�s� can be found from the conservation law

sAâ�s� + sCĉ�s� = a0 + c0, �2.7�

obtained by summation of Eqs. �2.3�. From these relations,
one may obtain the DFF as

F�s� =
�rcDĉ�s� − � fcBâ�s�

sAâ�s� − a0

. �2.8�

We now consider the DFF for several concrete models,
which motivate its most general form introduced below.

B. Chemical kinetics

The simple chemical kinetic approach is a limiting case
of the exact solution when both DB→� and DD→�. The
chemical kinetic rate equations for the present reaction sys-
tem are given by

da�t�
dt

= �rcDc�t� − � fcBa�t� − kAa�t� , �2.9a�

dc�t�
dt

= � fcBa�t� − �rcDc�t� − kCc�t� . �2.9b�

Clearly, these are a special case of the convolution kinetics in
Eqs. �2.2� when ��t�=��t�, namely, a Dirac delta function. In
this case F�s�=1, so we expect any acceptable DFF to be-
come unity for infinite diffusivities.

For F�s�=1, the inverse Laplace transform of â�s� from
Eq. �2.6� can be obtained analytically,

a�t� =
a1 exp�− �1t� − a2 exp�− �2t�

�2 − �1
e−kAt. �2.10�

Here we have defined

ai = a0��rcD − �i + �k� + c0�rcD, �2.11a�

2�i = � + �k + �− 1�i	�� − �k�2 + 4�rcD�k , �2.11b�

for i=1,2. These �i’s are the negative roots of the denomi-
nator of the simplified Eq. �2.6� with F�s�=1, whereas

� � � fcB + �rcD. �2.12�

C. Relaxation-time approximation

Many approximations have been proposed for the many-
body problem of bimolecular reactivity, which are based on a
small number of coupled diffusion equations.2 Among these,
the RTA, recently introduced by Gopich and Szabo,19 has
particularly pleasing properties. It can be formulated for a
wide variety of kinetic schemes and for arbitrary concentra-
tions and diffusivities. In comparison with simulations in the
PTL, it involves relatively small errors, except near the irre-
versible limit �and for exceedingly high concentrations�.
Moreover, it was shown to be a useful starting point for
improved, uniform approximations.19,20 In this section we
work out the details of the RTA for the pseudounimolecular
ES-ABCD reaction, with the intention of using it as a basis
for enhanced approximations in the following sections.

The starting point are formally exact equations like Eqs.
�2.2�,

da�t�
dt

= �r	C*D�R,t� − � f	A*B�R,t� − kAa�t� , �2.13a�

dc�t�
dt

= � f	A*B�R,t� − �r	C*D�R,t� − kCc�t� , �2.13b�

in which we set 	A*B�R , t�=cB�0
t d���t−��a��� and

	C*D�R , t�=cD�0
t d���t−��c���. These terms are interpreted as

pair distribution functions �for the A*B and C*D pairs, re-
spectively� at their contact distance R. The general distribu-
tion functions are distance dependent, obeying boundary
conditions,


DAB4
R2
�	A*B�r,t�

�r



r=R
=
 − DCD4
R2

�	C*D�r,t�

�r



r=R

= � f	A*B�R,t� − �r	C*D�R,t� ,

�2.14�

which are identical to those of the geminate AB /CD pair.28,29

The essence of the theory is in the approximate equations of
motion for 	A*B�r , t� and 	C*D�r , t�.

Following Gopich and Szabo,19 let us define the devia-
tion of the pair distribution functions from their chemical
kinetic limit,
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pA*B�r,t� � 	A*B�r,t� − cBa�t� , �2.15a�

pC*D�r,t� � 	C*D�r,t� − cDc�t� . �2.15b�

The basic RTA assumption is that the deviation functions
obey mean-field diffusion equations, subject to the homoge-
neous distribution of the other particles. For example, an A*B
pair can, in general, interact with other A*’s, B’s, C*’s, or
D’s. However, in the PL the concentrations of A*’s and C*’s
are negligible, whereas D is not reactive with A*B. Thus we
consider only the homogeneous bimolecular reaction

A*B + B � C*B + D , �2.16�

in which the A*B pair is converted to a C*B pair, with an
effective forward rate constant kf. The backward reaction
converts the C*B pair to A*B with the effective reverse rate
constant kr. This couples the deviation functions pA*B�r , t�
and pC*B�r , t�, which are assumed to obey the following
mean-field reaction-diffusion equations:

�pA*B�r,t�/�t = DAB�2pA*B − kfcBpA*B + krcDpC*B − kApA*B,

�2.17a�

�pC*B�r,t�/�t = DCB�2pC*B + kfcBpA*B − krcDpC*B − kCpC*B.

�2.17b�

Similarly, pC*D�r , t� and pA*D�r , t� are coupled by

�pC*D�r,t�/�t = DCD�2pC*D + kfcBpA*D − krcDpC*D − kCpC*D,

�2.18a�

�pA*D�r,t�/�t = DAD�2pA*D − kfcBpA*D + krcDpC*D − kApA*D.

�2.18b�

We shall term these two pairs the “forward” �B influenced�
and “reverse” �D influenced� deviation pairs.

Initially, one has a uniform distribution of B’s and D’s,
which is the chemical kinetic limit. Therefore the deviations
vanish,

pA*B�r,0� = pA*D�r,0� = pC*B�r,0� = pC*D�r,0� = 0. �2.19�

The A*B and C*D pairs are reactive, hence the boundary
conditions for pA*B�r , t� and pC*D�r , t� at r=R are given by
Eq. �2.14�. In contrast, the newly introduced A*D and C*B
pairs are nonreactive, hence their deviation functions obey
reflective boundary conditions,

��pA*D�r,t�/�r�r=R = ��pC*B�r,t�/�r�r=R = 0. �2.20�

It is convenient to consider the reaction-diffusion equa-
tions �Eqs. �2.17� and �2.18��, together with their initial con-
dition �Eq. �2.19��, in the Laplace domain. These may be
written in a matrix form,

M�p̂� = D��2p̂�. �2.21�

�= f denotes the forward direction for which Df �DAB,
whereas �=r denotes the reverse direction for which
Dr�DCD. The two matrices M� are given by

DBM f = − Df�− sf krcD

kfcB − sr
 , �2.22a�

DDMr = − Dr� − sr kfcB

krcD − sf
 , �2.22b�

where we have defined

sf � sA + kfcB, sr � sC + krcD. �2.23�

DB and DD are diagonal matrices of the relative diffusion
constants �DAB ,DCB� and �DCD ,DAD�, respectively, whereas
the deviation vectors are defined by

p̂ f = � p̂A*B�r,s�

p̂C*B�r,s�
, p̂r = �p̂C*D�r,s�

p̂A*D�r,s�
 . �2.24�

The decoupling of the more general 10�10 system of
equations19 into two 2�2 systems for the PL allows us to
obtain an analytic solution. It is based on the analytic expres-
sions for the diagonalization of a 2�2 matrix, summarized
in Appendix A.

Assuming that the two eigenvalues of M� are different,
it can be diagonalized, by a transformation matrix T�

�Appendix A�, and Eq. �2.21� assumes the uncoupled form

��h� = D��2h�. �2.25�

�� is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues ��1 ,�2�, with the
transformed deviation vectors defined by h��T�

−1p̂�. These
depend on s only through the eigenvalues �i.

We now connect the h�i to the celebrated time-dependent
rate coefficient of an irreversible reaction,4 kirr�t�. According
to the theory of irreversible reactions,1 the pair-correlation
functions, q̂f�r ,s�� 	̂A*B�r ,s� /cB and q̂r�r ,s�� 	̂C*D�r ,s� /cD,
obey the following equation:

sq̂��r,s� − 1 = D��2q̂��r,s� , �2.26�

and satisfy the boundary condition


D�4
R2 �

�r
q̂��r,s�


r=R
= ��q̂��R,s� � k̂irr,��s� . �2.27�

k̂irr,��s� is the Laplace transform of the Smoluchowski–
Collins–Kimball irreversible rate coefficient,

sk̂irr,��s� =
��

1 + ��g��s�
, �2.28a�

g��s� = �kD�
�1 + 	��s��−1, �2.28b�

where kD�
=4
D�R, ��=R2 /D� for �= f and r, respectively.

Thus we now identify the structure of h�i as

h�i�r,s� = ��i��i���iq̂��r,�i� − 1� , �2.29�

where the two unknown functions ��i��i� will be deter-
mined from the boundary conditions. From Eqs. �2.14� and
�2.20�, the boundary conditions that the h�’s satisfy are
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D�4
R2 �

�r
h�i�r,s�


r=R
= 
D�4
R2 �

�r
�T�

−1p̂��i

r=R

= �− 1�n����T�
−1�i1�U�s� + V�s�� .

�2.30�

For brevity, we set U�s�=� fcBâ�s�−�rcDĉ�s�, and
V�s�=� f p̂f1�R ,s�−�rp̂r1�R ,s�, where n���=0 for �= f , and
n���=1 for �=r. Inserting Eqs. �2.27� and �2.29�, we obtain
the h�i�r ,s� as

h�i�r,s� = �− 1�n����U�s� + V�s��

�
�T�

−1�i1

�ik̂irr,���i�
��iq̂��r,�i� − 1� . �2.31�

In order to replace U�s�+V�s� by the DFF, we proceed as
follows. We start from the deviation functions at the contact
distance,

p̂�1�R,s� = �
i=1

2

�T��1ih�i�R,s� . �2.32�

Substituting Eq. �2.31� on the right-hand side �rhs�, and
forming on the left-hand side the linear combination which
defines V�s� give

U�s� + V�s� =
U�s�

FRTA,f�s� + FRTA,r�s� − 1
, �2.33�

where

FRTA,��s�
��

= �
i=1

2
�T��1i�T�

−1�i1

�ik̂irr,���i�
. �2.34�

On the other hand, Laplace transforming Eq. �2.13a�,
and inserting Eq. �2.33� give

sAâ�s� − a0 = − �U�s� + V�s�� =
�rcDĉ�s� − � fcBâ�s�

FRTA,f�s� + FRTA,r�s� − 1
.

�2.35�

Consequently, the DFF defined in Eq. �2.8� has, in the RTA,
the following form:

F�s� = Ff�s� + Fr�s� − 1, �2.36�

which is shared with the theories presented in Sec. III.
Explicit expressions for the DFFs are obtained with the

aid of Appendix A. Given that �1��2, we find that

FRTA,��s�
��

=
��

�1k̂irr,���1�
+

1 − ��

�2k̂irr,���2�
, �2.37�

�� =
�2 − s�

�2 − �1
. �2.38�

2 fi = sf +
DAB

DCB
sr

+ �− 1�i	�sf −
DAB

DCB
sr2

+ 4
DAB

DCB
kfkrcBcD,

�2.39a�

2ri = sr +
DCD

DAD
sf

+ �− 1�i	�sr −
DCD

DAD
sf2

+ 4
DCD

DAD
kfkrcBcD,

�2.39b�

for i=1,2. In the target limit, DAB=DCB=DB and
DCD=DAD=DD. Then  fi=ri�i. Subsequently,
Eqs. �2.39� simplify to

2�i − sA� = 2� fi = 2��ri + �k�

= �0 + �k + �− 1�i	��0 − �k�2 + 4krcD�k .

�2.40�

with �0=kfcB+krcD. This has the same structure as
Eq. �2.11b�, but with the effective rate coefficients replacing
the microscopic ones.

D. Rate constants

The RTA depends on yet unspecified rate constants,
k� ��= f or r� of Eq. �2.17�. These may be chosen in several
different ways.

�a� The simplest choice is the intrinsic rate constants,
k�=��. This choice typically produces poor results.

�b� The irreversible steady-state �SS� rate coefficients,

kirr,�
SS = ��/�1 + ���, �� � ��/kD�

, �2.41�

are the infinite-time limit of kirr,��t�, which may be obtained

as the s→0 limit of k̂irr,��s� in Eq. �2.28a�. The RTA with
k�=kirr,�

SS is sometimes called the steady-state RTA �SSRTA�.
The eigenvalues, ��i, obtained by introducing these rate con-
stants into Eq. �2.40� will be denoted by �irr,�i

SS , whereas the
corresponding �0 will become �irr,0

SS .
�c� The reversible SS rate coefficients

krev,�
SS = ��/�1 + � f + �r� , �2.42�

are the infinite-time limit of krev,��t�, whose Laplace trans-
form is given by

sk̂rev,��s� =
��

1 + � fgf�s� + �rgr�s�
. �2.43�

This extension of Eq. �2.28a� appears, for example, in the
context of the geminate solution for the reversible ABCD
reaction.28 The ensuing eigenvalues obtained by setting
k�=krev,�

SS will be denoted by �rev,�i
SS , whereas the correspond-

ing �0 will become �rev,0
SS .

�d� The self-consistency �SC� condition

k�
SC/�� = FSCRTA

−1 �0� . �2.44�

The RTA with k�=k�
SC was called the self-consistent RTA

�SCRTA�.19 It correctly reduces to the geminate limit �the
small concentration limit; cB→0 and cD→0� and the ordi-
nary chemical kinetic limit �the reaction-controlled limit;
DB→� and DD→��, but it breaks down near the irrevers-
ible limit. For this reason we seek to improve upon the
SCRTA, as described below.
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III. UNIFORM APPROXIMATIONS

The best approximations are those whose error is uni-
formly bound throughout the whole parameter space. The
behavior of such uniform approximations may be contrasted
with that of nonuniform ones, such as the RTA, which can
perform very well in one limit, but become poor in another.
Since the work of Sung and Lee on the GS-ABC reaction,21

it has been realized that the key to obtaining uniform ap-
proximations is the introduction of a generalized Smolu-
chowski theory �GST� relaxation function,

R�t;�� = exp�−
�

kSS�
0

t

dt�k�t�� , �3.1�

where k�t�→kSS as t→�. We consider either irreversible or
reversible relaxation functions, Rirr�t ;�� and Rrev�t ;��, re-
spectively, depending on whether kirr�t� /kirr

SS or krev�t� /krev
SS is

used on the rhs of the above equation. As before, an added
subscript � will denote the channel �forward versus reverse�,
and � is yet to be specified.

A GST relaxation function can be introduced into the
RTA using the transformation19,20

�s + ��k̂�s + �� ⇔
kSS

�
�R̂−1�s;�� − s� , �3.2�

with the subscripts irr/rev or � introduced on both k̂ and R̂
as appropriate. We apply this ansatz in two ways. First, di-
rectly to Eq. �2.37� using the SS irreversible rate constants.
This produces a generalization of the unified Smoluchowski
approximation �USA� applied previously to the ES-ABC re-
action by Popov et al.20 Then we rewrite this RTA DFF,
separating out a reversible term prior to applying the trans-
formation in Eq. �3.2�. This produces an extended version of
the formulation for unifying the reversible target �URT�
reactions22,23 which was based on the reversible rate func-
tions, krev�t�.

A. The generalized unified Smoluchowski
approximation „GUSA…

The simplest route, which is a direct generalization
of Ref. 20, is to use the irreversible SS rate constants in
Eq. �2.40� and apply the transformation in Eq. �3.2� directly
to the RTA DFF in Eq. �2.37�. Rearranging, one immediately
finds that the DFFs for the two channels are given
by

Ff�s�
� fcB

=
� f

R̂irr,f
−1 �sA;�irr,f1

SS � − sA

+
1 − � f

R̂irr,f
−1 �sA;�irr,f2

SS � − sA

, �3.3a�

Fr�s�
�rcD

=
�r

R̂irr,r
−1 �sC;�irr,r1

SS � − sC

+
1 − �r

R̂irr,r
−1 �sC;�irr,r2

SS � − sC

. �3.3b�

The overall DFF is then given by Eq. �2.36� and the coeffi-
cients by

�� =
�irr,�2

SS − �irr,0
SS

�irr,�2
SS − �irr,�1

SS , �3.4�

We term this approximation the generalized USA
�GUSA�. It reduces correctly to the geminate, chemical ki-
netic, and irreversible limits. Also, it reduces to GMPK1
�Ref. 13� in the equal lifetime limit ��k→0�, and to the USA
�Ref. 20� in the ABC limit �DD→��. However, for certain
asymmetric concentration ratios of B and D, the GUSA
results deteriorate compared to the BD simulations when
kC�kA.

B. The extended unified theory of reversible target
„EURT… reactions

To enhance the convergence properties of our theory, we
apply the following trick. First we rewrite Eq. �2.37� so that
the leading term involves the reversible, rather than the irre-
versible, rate function. Using Eqs. �2.28a� and �2.43�, we
obtain the following identity:

FRTA,��s� − 1 = ��� ��

�1k̂rev,���1�
+

1 − ��

�2k̂rev,���2�
�

− ��� ��

�1k̂irr,���1�
+

1 − ��

�2k̂irr,���2�
� ,

�3.5�

with ���, namely, �=r when �= f and conversely. Other
terms are defined in Sec. II C.

We now base the approximation on the reversible SS rate
coefficients of Eq. �2.42�, and these enter via the eigenvalues
�i of Eq. �2.40�. Next we transform the rate functions into
the corresponding relaxation functions using Eq. �3.2�. The
ensuing DFFs for each channel become

Ff�s� − 1 = � fcB�� � f

R̂rev,f
−1 �sA;�rev,f1

SS � − sA

+
1 − � f

R̂rev,f
−1 �sA;�rev,f2

SS � − sA
� − � 1 + �r

1 + � f + �r
� � f

R̂irr,r
−1 �sA;�rev,f1

SS � − sA

+
1 − � f

R̂irr,r
−1 �sA;�rev,f2

SS � − sA
�� , �3.6a�
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Fr�s� − 1 = �rcD�� �r

R̂rev,r
−1 �sC;�rev,r1

SS � − sC

+
1 − �r

R̂rev,r
−1 �sC;�rev,r2

SS � − sC
� − � 1 + � f

1 + � f + �r
� �r

R̂irr,f
−1 �sC;�rev,r1

SS � − sC

+
1 − �r

R̂irr,f
−1 �sC;�rev,r2

SS � − sC
�� . �3.6b�

The coefficients �� are given by Eq. �3.4� but with the re-
versible �’s replacing the irreversible ones. The overall DFF
is again given by Eq. �2.36�.

We term this approximation the extended URT �EURT�.
It reduces correctly in the geminate, chemical kinetic, and
irreversible limits as does the GUSA. It reduces to the USA
in the ABC limit. Moreover, in the equal lifetime limit, its
accuracy is comparable to that of the URT over a wide range
of parameters �results not shown�.

C. Nonuniform theories

It is interesting to compare the theoretical approxima-
tions developed here with older, nonuniform approximations
developed in the literature for the ES-ABCD reaction. The
DFF for the MPK1 theory proposed by Sung et al.30 has the
same form as in Eq. �2.36�, but the single-channel DFFs
assume the simpler form

Ff�s� =
� fcB

R̂irr,f
−1 �sA;cBkirr,f

SS � − sA

, �3.7a�

Fr�s� =
�rcD

R̂irr,r
−1 �sC;cDkirr,r

SS � − sC

. �3.7b�

However, this MPK1 theory does not reduce to the
MPK1�ABC� theory in the GS-ABC limit �when the lifetimes
are equal and Dr→��.23

The MPK3 theory31 produces a DFF which is equivalent
to the modified encounter theory �MET�,32 and given by

F�s� = 1 + � fgf�sA + cBk̂f�s�� + �rgr�sC + cDk̂r�s�� , �3.8�

where k̂f�s� /� f = k̂r�s� /�r= �1+� fgf�sA�+�rgr�sC��−1.

IV. BROWNIAN DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

A. General considerations

The simulation system consists of NB pointlike B par-
ticles and ND pointlike D particles plus a single A* �or C*�
particle at the origin. The radii of A* and C* are both equal to
R. Initially �at t=0� the B and D particles are randomly dis-
tributed in a big sphere of radius Rs�0� and they diffuse with
diffusion constants DB and DD, respectively. In contrast, A*

�or C*� remain static �the target problem�. When B collides
with A*, it may undergo reaction with the rate constant � f.
However, if D collides with A*, it is reflected without react-
ing. When a reaction occurs, the colliding B changes to

D and A* becomes C*. The back reaction between C* and D
takes place similarly with the rate constant �r.

The basic algorithm for our three-dimensional simula-
tion was described in Refs. 26 and 27. The main features of
the algorithm are �1� an accurate description of the many-
body diffusion problem at the least computational cost, and
�2� an efficient particle elimination method, so that the same
quality of results is generated with fewer number of particles.
These two features are realized as follows.

�1� Decoupling the many-body diffusion problem by de-
fining a reaction zone around the origin in which the particle
motion is influenced by reaction. This zone is a small spheri-
cal shell of radius rs around the origin �R�rs�Rs�0��, which
seldom contains more than one particle. Outside it, particles
move in the three Cartesian directions with three Gaussian
random numbers characteristic of free diffusion of noninter-
acting particles. Moreover, their time steps �which are mul-
tiples of a minimal time step �0� increase with increasing
distance from the origin. Thus remote particles move farther
to the future than particles which are closer to the origin.
Once a particle enters the reaction zone it is a candidate for
reaction, hence it remains frozen until the system time
catches up with its inner time.

Within the reaction zone particles move with the mini-
mal time step �0. It is defined by the relation
rs=R+b	2D�0, where b is a parameter whose value is found
empirically to be b�8, and D=max�DB ,DD�. This ensures
that a particle has a negligible probability of crossing the
whole zone in a single step, which can be estimated as
exp�−�rs−R�2 /2D�0�=exp�−b2��10−28.

Since the rs sphere contains at most one particle, its dy-
namics couple to the reaction site at the origin but �for the
duration �0� not to other particles. Thus when r�rs we need
to simulate the exact �B−A* or D−C*� pair dynamics, but we
need not worry about higher-order correlations. This is
achieved by moving the B �or D� particle with the aid of a
“Brownian propagator” based on the analytic solution for the
corresponding reversible pair dynamics. The basic idea is to
convert a uniformly distributed random number into a ran-
dom number out of this solution. In principle, this is
achieved by integration. In practice, one prepares “look-up”
tables. We consider below two algorithms, using the gemi-
nate solution for GS or ES pairs.

�2� Elimination of particles whose dynamics do not con-
tribute to the reaction is essential for efficient three-
dimensional codes. The reason is that diffusion processes are
inherently slow, possessing power-law tails. Reaching these
asymptotically long times requires simulation spheres with
sufficiently large Rs�0� so that particles do not “feel” this
outer boundary �otherwise, the asymptotic kinetics become
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exponential�. Maintaining the particle concentration means
that NB and ND increase, in three dimensions, as Rs�0�3. Thus
long simulations also require a prohibitively large number of
particles �say, of the order of 105�, whereas only a few of
these actually enter into the reaction zone during the whole
duration of the simulation, tmax. We utilize two separate al-
gorithms for eliminating the superfluous particles.

�a� The shrinking sphere algorithm.26 The initially large
outer sphere �of radius Rs�0�� may be decreased with time,
since for the remaining duration of the simulation, tmax− t,
particles have a diminished probability to reach the reaction
zone. Thus we shrink the outer sphere according to
Rs�t�=R+b	2D�tmax− t�. Particles with r�t��Rs�t� have neg-
ligible chance to reach the reaction zone until tmax and are
therefore eliminated.

�b� Enhanced particle elimination.13 Only particles
which reach the surface of the reaction zone at r=rs have a
chance to participate in the reaction. Thus we replace the
random three-dimensional distribution of particles by a dis-
tribution of arrival times at rs. This is calculated from the
theory of diffusion outside an absorbing sphere of radius rs.
Particles are placed on the boundary of the reaction zone
with properly assigned inner times, and all other particles are
eliminated from the onset.

B. Algorithm 1: Ground-state propagator

It is possible to perform an efficient BD simulation of
the ES-ABCD system based on the GS propagator for the
moving particles,13 with careful incorporation of the decay
process of the static particle. This algorithm is valid when
the time step is sufficiently small, resulting in a long simu-
lation time. However, it becomes practical owing to the en-
hanced particle elimination algorithm.

Time at the central static particle advances in units of the
minimal time step �0. During this period there may or may
not be a mobile particle in the reaction zone, and this dictates
the decay process of the static particle.

�1� If the static particle is A* and it does not undergo a
reaction �either no B particle is in the reaction zone, or B
does not experience the bimolecular reaction�, then its decay
probability is simply 1−exp�−kA�0�.

�2� If A* undergoes reaction, A*→C*, a B particle ini-
tially at a distance lB=rB−R from the surface of A* will
change to D at time tB��0. During the time interval tB be-
fore the collision, A* decays with a rate constant kA. After the
reaction, during the remaining time interval tD=�0− tB, the
decay rate constant of C* is kC. Subsequently, an averaged
decay coefficient �k� is introduced as �k�= �kAtB+kCtD� / �tB

+ tD�, and the static particle at the origin decays during �0

with the probability of 1−exp�−�k��0�.
The time intervals tB and tD are smaller than our elemen-

tary time step, so we can only estimate them. We assume that
they are proportional to the diffusional times lB

2 /DB and
lD
2 /DD, respectively, where lD is the distance between D and

the surface of C* at the end of the time step �0. Consequently,
the average decay rate coefficient becomes

�k� =
kAlB

2/DB + kClD
2 /DD

lB
2/DB + lD

2 /DD

. �4.1�

�3� If the static particle is C* and remains so �either no D
particle is in the reaction zone, or D does not undergo reac-
tion�, then the decay probability is 1−exp�−kC�0�.

�4� If C* undergoes reaction, then �k� is given by Eq.
�4.1� as above, except that lD is the distance of the D particle
from the surface of the central sphere at the beginning of the
time duration �0 and lB is that of B particle at the end of �0.

C. Algorithm 2: Excited-state propagator

In this algorithm, we utilize the analytic Green functions
for the geminate ES-ABCD reaction.29 Given an initial state
of an incoming A*B pair with a separation r0, we denote the
probability density for an outgoing unreacted or reacted pair
after time t by pf�r , t �r0� and pr�r , t �r0�, respectively, where r
is the final separation in the outgoing A*B or C*D pair. These
probability densities are given in the Laplace domain as

p̂f�r,s�r0� = Gf�r,sA�r0� −
� f

f�s�
Gf�r,sA�R�Gf�R,sA�r0� ,

�4.2�

p̂r�r,s�r0� =
� f

f�s�
Gr�r,sC�R�Gf�R,sA�r0� ,

where f�s�=1+� fgf�sA�+�rgr�sC� and G��r ,s �x� is the Green
function for diffusion �with diffusion constant D�� outside a
reflecting sphere of radius R in Laplace space:

G��r,s�r0� =
R2

2rr0kD�
	��s

�exp�−	 s

D�

�r − r0��
+

	��s − 1
	��s + 1

exp�−	 s

D�

�r + r0 − 2R�� .

�4.3�

A particle located at r0 at time t will move to r� at
t+�0, determined by comparing the spatial integrals of
pf�r ,�0 �r0� and pr�r ,�0 �r0� with a uniform random number
0���1. This requires to integrate and invert the Green
functions in Eq. �4.2�. Assuming that the static trap is ini-
tially A*, we have the following cases.

�1� When there is no particle in the reaction zone, A*

decays unimoleculary. Thus if �� pdecay�1−exp�−kA�0�, A*

decays to the GS and the simulation is terminated.
�2� When there is exactly one B particle in the reaction

zone, A* decays to the GS with the probability

pdecay = 1 − �
R

�

d3r�pf�r,�0�r0� + pr�r,�0�r0�� . �4.4�

Thus if �� pdecay, A* ends in the GS, whereas if �� pdecay it
remains in the ES. In the latter case there are two possibili-
ties:

�a� If pdecay����R
�d3rpf�r ,�0 �r0�+ pdecay, it does not re-

act, and the end point of B, r�, is determined from

� = �
R

r�

d3rpf�r,�0�r0� + pdecay. �4.5�
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�b� If ���R
�d3rpf�r ,�0 �r0�+ pdecay, the reaction occurs

and the state changes from A*B to C*D. The end point of D,
r�, is then found from

� = �
R

r�

d3rpr�r,�0�r0� + �
R

�

d3rpf�r,�0�r0� + pdecay. �4.6�

�3� When there is a single D particle in the reaction zone,
A* decays if �� pdecay=1−exp�−kA�0�. If �� pdecay, it re-
mains in the same state, and D moves to r� which is given by

the relation �= �1− pdecay��R
r�

d3rGr�r ,�0 �r0�+ pdecay, where
Gr�r , t �r0� is the nonreactive Green function for a D particle
�see Eq. �4.3��.

�4� For more than one particle in the reaction zone, the
decay of A* is described by the closest particle as above. The
motion of each of the remaining particles is obtained from
the scaled random number �1− pdecay��, with pdecay calculated
from Eq. �4.4� using r0 for the particle in question.

�a� For a B particle, if �1− pdecay����R
�d3rpf�r ,�0 �r0�, it

remains in the same state and the end point r� is determined
from

�1 − pdecay�� = �
R

r�

d3rpf�r,�0�r0� . �4.7�

When a reaction occurs, the state changes from A*B to
C*D, and D moves to r� which is found by the relation

�1 − pdecay�� = �
R

r�

d3rpr�r,�0�r0� + �
R

�

d3rpf�r,�0�r0� .

�4.8�

�b� For a D particle, its end point r� is determined by the

relation �=�R
r�

d3rGr�r ,�0 �r0�.
Analogous rules apply when the static trap is initially C*.

In the Laplace domain the above integrations can be per-
formed analytically and inverted numerically to construct
look-up tables used to move the particles. This procedure is
described in Appendix B.

V. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS THEORIES
AND SIMULATIONS

We have performed BD simulations for the A-particle
survival probability, PA�t��a�t� /a�0�, starting always from
the A* state. We have used both algorithms described above,
which are depicted in the following figures by open triangles
and circles for algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. The two
algorithms were programed by different researchers, yet they
show excellent agreement, giving us confidence in the accu-
racy of the results. We use algorithm 2 more extensively and
to longer times.

FIG. 1. The time dependence of the survival probability, PA�t��a�t� /a�0�, for several values of the unimolecular decay constants, kA and kC �in ns−1; one is
zero and the other is indicated in the figure�. The Brownian dynamics simulations are depicted by the open symbols: triangles �algorithm 1� and circles
�algorithm 2�. The lines indicate the various theories: IET �shown only in this figure�, MPK3/MET, MPK1, and SCRTA in panels �A� and �C�, and GUSA and
EURT in panels �B� and �D�. The parameters in panels �A� and �B� are R=5 Å, DB=DD=200 Å2/ns, � f =�r=100�4
R2� Å3/ns, and cB=cD=10−4 Å−3. Same
parameters for panels �C� and �D� except that cB=cD=10−3 Å−3.
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The simulation results are compared with �i� theories
from the literature �upper panels in figures�, including
SCRTA �full lines, see Sec. II C�, MPK3/MET �dotted�, and
MPK1 �dashed�, �see Sec. III C for a summary of the two last
theories�. The integral encounter theory2 �IET� is known to
be inferior to the MET, thus it is included only in Fig. 1
�dash-dot lines�. The simulations are also compared with
�ii� the two theories proposed in this work �bottom
panels in figures�: GUSA �dashed lines� and EURT �full
lines�. The goal of this comparison is to check whether the
uniformly convergent theories presented here �GUSA and
EURT� show an overall advantage over the older literature
results.

Comparison is made here only for different lifetimes
��k�0�. The case of equal lifetimes is equivalent to the GS-
ABCD problem, which has been treated extensively in the
past.13,22,23 In the latter case it was found that MPK1 per-
forms poorly whereas the SCRTA breaks down near the irre-
versible limit. We have nevertheless checked �not shown�
that the EURT is numerically almost indistinguishable from
the URT in this limit. In each figure each curve is for a
different value of kA �with kC=0� or kC �with kA=0�. This is
because shifting the smallest decay rate constant to zero
amounts to a trivial exponential factor.

As compared to the previous work on the ES-ABC
reaction,20 we have here more parameter sets to consider,
because the concentrations and diffusion constants for B and
D may also be unequal. We have performed this comparison
for over 40 parameter sets and present the results only for the
most representative ones. The four figures correspond to the

symmetric case, when cB=cD, � f =�r, and DB=DD, and to
three nonsymmetric cases, when either one of these three
equalities is violated.

Figure 1 corresponds to the symmetric case, with panels
�A�/�B� and �C�/�D� depicting low and high concentrations,
respectively. In this case, the predictions of all the theories
are good except for IET and MPK1 at the high concentration
and �k=10/ns �see panel �C��. MPK1 is even worse in the
equal lifetime case.13 However, when the two lifetimes are
different, its predictions seem to improve. It is also interest-
ing to note that, as the concentrations increase, the magni-
tudes of the survival probabilities for �k=10 and �k=−1 are
reversed.

The effect of the asymmetry in the concentrations is in-
vestigated in Fig. 2. In all panels we have an excess of B
particles: In panel �A�/�B� there are only B’s, no D particles,
whereas in panel �C�/�D� we have also some �low concentra-
tion of� D. When �k�0, the predictions of all the theories
are good. However, when �k�0, MPK3/MET deteriorates
with increasing �k, and it converges to a wrong asymptotic
limit. The GUSA and the MPK1 are also rather poor in
this limit �dashed lines in panels �A� and �B��, but GUSA
improves when the asymmetry in concentrations is reduced
�panel �D��. In comparison, SCRTA and the EURT agree
well with the BD simulations under all conditions depicted
in this figure. The opposite arrangement, with excess of
D’s over B’s, produces an exponential decay which appeared
to be identical for all the theories, hence it was not
simulated.

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 except for the concentrations: cB=10−3 Å−3 and cD=0 Å−3 for panel �A�/�B� and cB=10−3 Å−3 and cD=10−4 Å−3 for panel �C�/�D�.
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In Fig. 3 we examine the effect of the asymmetry in the
rate constants. Panel �A�/�B� represent the nearly irreversible
case, � f ��r, whereas panel �C�/�D� are closer to the sym-
metric case. Here MPK3/MET and SCRTA are bad, deterio-
rating further with increasing �k. MPK3/MET deteriorates
with increasing t and converges to a wrong asymptotic be-
havior in both panels �A� and �C�. In contrast, SCRTA is
poor only near the irreversible limit �panel �A�� and only in
the intermediate time regime. MPK1 shows here good agree-
ment with the BD simulations �panel �A�/�C�� whereas
GUSA and EURT are even better �panel �B�/�D��. Again, for
the other arrangement, when � f ��r, all the theories agree
�and the decay becomes exponential�, so that this case was
not simulated here.

Asymmetry in the diffusion constants is investigated in
Fig. 4. The predictions of all the theories are rather good
except for MPK1 when �k=10/ns.

Overall, the deviations from the BD simulations become
distinct as �k or � f −�r becomes large. MPK3/MET fairs
worst, as it exhibits substantial deviations in both cases �IET
is even worse, since it is known to be inferior to MET�.
SCRTA breaks down only near the irreversible limit, � f −�r

�0, and MPK1 for large and positive �k. The two uniform
theories, GUSA and EURT, are the only theories showing
systematic agreement with the simulations under all the con-
ditions investigated. Comparing the EURT with the GUSA
shows that the former does somewhat better for �k�0 and
unequal concentrations.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have studied both theoretically and nu-
merically the diffusion-influenced excited-state reversible
transfer reactions A*+B�C*+D �ES-ABCD reaction�, with
two different lifetimes. The simplifying conditions involve a
single static excited particle �A* or C*� of spherical symme-
try, with B and D being noninteracting point particles. The
complicating factors are that the reaction is reversible, con-
stituting a truly many-particle problem, and that we allow for
different concentrations, diffusion constants, and reaction
rate constants for B and D.

Theoretically, we have proposed two uniform approxi-
mations to the kinetics, the GUSA and EURT. They were
obtained by first developing the RTA �Ref. 19� for the
ES-ABCD problem, then introducing generalized Smolu-
chowski terms by the transformation previously applied20 to
the A*+B�C* reaction.

Computationally, we have proposed two BD algorithms
for calculating the kinetics accurately and to sufficiently long
times. These are based on the exact Green functions for the
geminate ABCD reaction, in either its ground- or excited
state. In comparison with theories already in the literature
�MPK1, MPK3, IET, MET, and SCRTA� the two new theo-
ries show the best overall agreement with the BD simulations
for a wide range of parameter sets studied here. The older
theories break down when either the reaction or decay rate
constants are highly biased in the forward direction, whereas
GUSA and EURT seem indeed to be uniformly convergent,

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 except for the rate constants: � f =1000�4
R2� Å3/ns and �r=10�4
R2� Å3/ns for panel �A�/�B� and � f =1000�4
R2� Å3/ns and
�r=100�4
R2� Å3/ns for panel �C�/�D�. The concentrations in both panels are cB=cD=10−3 Å−3.
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with the EURT slightly better when the B and D concentra-
tions are highly nonsymmetric.
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APPENDIX A: DIAGONALIZATION OF A 2Ã2
MATRIX

For convenience, we list the analytical expressions for
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a 2�2 matrix,

M = �a b

c d
 . �A1�

If i is an eigenvalue, we denote the corresponding eigen-
vector by �1,vi� for i=1,2. Its normalization is, of course,
arbitrary. The eigenvalue equation then becomes

�a − i b

c d − i
�1

�i
 = �0

0
 , �A2�

which reduces to the following equation:

�i =
i − a

b
=

c

i − d
. �A3�

The eigenvalues are the roots of the quadratic equation

i
2 − �a + d�i + �ad − bc� = 0, �A4�

in which the coefficients are the trace and determinant of M.
Consequently,

2i = a + d + �− 1�i	�a − d�2 + 4bc . �A5�

If the discriminant inside the square root differs from zero,
the two eigenvalues are different, the eigenvectors are lin-
early independent, and it is possible to diagonalize M. The
diagonalizing matrix, denoted by T, has the eigenvectors as
its columns,

T = � 1 1

�2 �1
 , �A6�

and its inverse is

T−1 =
1

�2 − �1
�− �1 1

�2 − 1
 . �A7�

The matrix

� � T−1MT �A8�

is then a diagonal matrix, with the eigenvalues 2 and 1

along its main diagonal.

APPENDIX B: LOOK-UP TABLES

In the ES-Brownian propagator of algorithm 2, we need

to evaluate �R
r�

d3rG��r ,�0 �r0� and �R
r�

d3rp��r ,�0 �r0� for
�= f or r in order to determine the state of the central static

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 1 except for the diffusion constants: DB=200 Å2/ns and DD=50 Å2/ns for panel �A�/�B� and DB=200 Å2/ns and DD=800 Å2/ns for
panel �C�/�D�. The concentrations are again cB=cD=10−3 Å−3.
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particle �A*, C*, or in the GS�, and the location r� of the
diffusing particle�s� after a time step of duration �0.

Moving the diffusing particle within a nonreactive pair

�A*D or C*B� requires the integral of the reflective Green
function,1 G��r ,�0 �r0�, which can be obtained in the time
domain as

�
R

r�

d3rG��r,�0�r0� =	D��0


r0
2 �exp�− � 	 + 	0

	4D��0
2� − exp�− � 	 − 	0

	4D��0
2�� +

1

2�erf� 	 + 	0

	4D��0
 + erf� 	 − 	0

	4D��0
�

−
	

r0
W� 	 + 	0

	4D��0

,	�0

��
 , �B1�

where W�x ,y��exp�y2+2xy�erfc�x+y�, 	=r�−R, 	0=r0−R, and ��=R2 /D�. Here erf �x� and erfc �x� are the error and
complementary error functions, respectively.

Moving the diffusing particle within a potentially reactive pair �A*B or C*D� requires the integration of the Green function
p��r ,�0 �r0�. This can be achieved only in Laplace space, where p̂��r ,s �r0� is expressed via the reflective Green function
starting from contact, �see Eqs. �4.2� and �4.3��.

G��r,s�R� = G��R,s�r� =
R

rkD�
�	��s + 1�

exp�−	 s

D�

�r − R�� . �B2�

Its integral can be obtained analytically,

�
R

r�

d3rG��r,s�R� =
1

s
�1 − �1 +	 s

D�

r� exp�− 	s/D�	�

�	��s + 1�
� . �B3�

Inserting these relations into the spatial integral of Eq. �4.2� is straightforward, giving

�
R

r�

d3rp̂f�r,s�r0� = �
R

r�

d3rGf�r,sA�r0� −
� fR exp�− 	sA/Df	0�

sAr0f�s��	� fsA + 1�
�1 − �1 +	 sA

Df
r� exp�− 	sA/Df	�

�	� fsA + 1�
� , �B4a�

�
R

r�

d3rp̂r�r,s�r0� =
� fR exp�− 	sA/Df	0�

sCr0f�s��	� fsA + 1�
�1 − �1 +	 sC

Dr
r� exp�− 	sC/Dr	�

�	�rsC + 1�
� . �B4b�

where ����� /kD�
�see Eq. �2.41��.

The inversion of Eqs. �B4� into the time domain is
possible for the first term on the rhs of Eq. �B4a�, obtained
simply by multiplying Eq. �B1� by exp�−kA�0� with �= f . It
remains to invert the second term in the rhs of Eqs. �B4a�
and �B4b� numerically to construct the look-up
tables.

We can construct the look-up tables in one-dimensional
�1D� arrays for Eqs. �B1� and �B4a�, and the first term of the
brackets in the rhs of Eq. �B4b�. However, for the second
term in the rhs of Eq. �B4b�, it is not possible to construct 1D
look-up tables due to the different lifetimes. Thus, for each
	0, we have to make a separate data table. Given n grid
points across the reaction zone, the look-up tables constitute
of approximately 2n2 real numbers, requiring more than
8 Gbytes of memory when n=10 000. The problem of
memory space can be avoided by either utilizing interpola-
tion procedures which reduce the number of entries in the
look-up tables, or by storing the tables in the hard disk, to be
read when required. For the other initial state of the static
trap, one should exchange the indices f and A for r and C
�respectively� in all the above equations.
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